ABSTRACT

Current trends in exascale systems research indicate that heterogeneity will abound in both the hardware and software layers on future HPC systems. It is our position that exascale environments are likely to be constructed from independent partitions of hardware and system software called enclaves, with multiple enclaves co-located on the same physical nodes and each executing an optimized operating system and runtime (OS/R) to support a particular application behavior. Fully utilizing these systems will require the ability to execute composed workloads, such as in situ applications, whereby HPC simulations execute synchronously with co-located analytic packages that in turn process simulation output via shared memory. In this work, we present the design and implementation of XEMEM, a shared memory system that can efficiently construct memory mappings across enclave OSes to support composed workloads while allowing diverse application components to execute in strictly isolated enclaves. By utilizing modifications to the Kitten lightweight kernel and Palacios lightweight virtual machine monitor, as well as leveraging our recent work on lightweight "co-kernels," we demonstrate that our approach can support a diverse range of native and virtualized environments likely to be deployed on future exascale systems. Finally, we demonstrate that a multi-enclave system can reduce cross-workload contention and improve performance for a sample composed benchmark compared to a single OS approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically, tightly-coupled and massively parallel HPC applications have enjoyed the luxury of single user operating environments devoted entirely to the forward progress of the application. However, as the HPC community ushered in the exascale era, a new and diverse set of challenges are emerging that will increase the amount of workload consolidation on exascale nodes, limiting the utility of single application environments. As systems become increasingly heterogeneous, new parallel programming paradigms and communication models [8] are likely to lead to the development of applications highly specialized for particular hardware and software environments which cannot be universally supported by a single system configuration [3, 1]. Furthermore, consolidating workloads to restrict data movement and communication will likely be needed to address power and performance constraints of exascale applications [12].

A key example of this type of workload consolidation can be seen in the emergence of composed workloads, such as in situ applications. Petascale-class and earlier generations of HPC applications generally employed models of computation whereby processing of simulation output was performed as a post-processing task on a separate I/O node or visualization cluster and as part of an entirely separate process [6]. However, this type of model becomes less feasible as the amount of data produced by simulations continues to increase, as it creates bottlenecks in networks and I/O subsystems, introduces contention on those resources for separate workloads, and unnecessarily consumes nontrivial amounts of power and memory to move data [23, 17]. These issues have driven the emergence of composed in situ models whereby the compute/memory intensive HPC simulation communicates via shared memory with a more general purpose, I/O intensive analytics package that executes on the same physical node.

While co-locating HPC simulation and analytics workloads provides the potential to increase the throughput of an exascale system, the individual workload components present different resource management and isolation requirements to the operating and runtime management systems (OS/R). In order to effectively consolidate exascale applications in such a system, it is necessary to support both the performance characteristics and strict isolation requirements of traditional HPC applications, while at the same time pro-
viding the full-featured environments required by analytic and visualization applications. Given these considerations, it is our position that exascale OS/Rs will be composed of a wide range of heterogeneous hardware and software environments, called enclaves, where each enclave is specialized in supporting a particular class of exascale workload, but still remains strictly isolated from the other enclaves on the system. Composed workloads executing in multi-enclave environments will be afforded high performance and consistent execution experience required by large-scale HPC applications, while at the same time having access to feature-rich runtimes and operating environments.

While the concept of a multi-enclave environment has been established for future exascale systems [3, 1], many details pertaining to enclave compositions are largely unresolved to this point. For example, previous work has shown the benefits of virtualization for high performance computing [13], and it is reasonable to consider virtualization to be a key component of an exascale system. Other work has identified techniques by which multiple operating systems can be deployed on partitioned hardware components without virtualization [16, 18, 20]. Our position, illustrated in Figure 1, is that many different software and hardware configurations, both native and virtualized, will be commonly deployed as enascale enclaves.

As Figure 1 illustrates, the individual OS/Rs of each enclave are capable of executing local processes, which by default are isolated from each other at both the system software and hardware layers. However, supporting composed workloads in these types of multi-enclave environments requires the ability to allow processes to communicate efficiently with other processes executing in separate enclaves. Thus, in this work, our key contribution is the design, implementation, and evaluation of XEMEM (Cross Enclave Memory), a system that can efficiently and dynamically provide inter-process shared memory mappings between separate OS/Rs to support the execution of composed workloads.

This paper makes the following main contributions:

- We present the design and implementation of XEMEM, a shared memory mechanism to enable composed workloads in a diverse set of multi-OS/R environments expected in exascale systems.

- We demonstrate the scalability of our implementation, with respect to both the sizes of shared memory regions, as well as the number of enclaves concurrently executing on the system.

- We provide compatibility with existing applications by providing an implementation whose API is backwards compatible with the API exported by XPMEM [21], a shared memory implementation for large scale supercomputers. This allows unmodified applications to be deployed, without any knowledge of enclave topology or cross-enclave communication mechanisms.

- By utilizing extensions to the Kitten lightweight kernel, Palacios virtual machine monitor, and a lightweight co-kernel architecture, we show that a multi-enclave system using shared memory allows an in situ workload to achieve superior and more consistent performance when compared to single OS/R configurations. Our results demonstrate the benefits of multi-OS/R configurations both on a single node as well as multiple nodes.

2. RELATED WORK

Prior research in shared memory for HPC workloads has focused on optimized memory mappings for single OS/R environments. SMARTMAP [4] allows sharing of coarse-grained regions through shared top-level tables between processes. However, utilizing this approach in a multi-enclave exascale environment would prove challenging, as different system software environments will likely utilize conflicting address space management routines that may not be easily negotiated in the same set of page tables. KNEM [10] provides single-copy shared memory designed to optimize intra-node MPI communication between processes as well as various communication devices, but again is designed to operate in a single OS/R environment and would require significant modifications to support a multi-enclave configuration.

Other research has focused on optimizing communication between co-located VMs. Fido [5] demonstrated that providing read-only inter-VM address space access can yield a high degree of performance suitable for many enterprise applications. More general inter-VM message passing techniques have been implemented via shared memory [19, 22]. However, exascale systems will require broader support for heterogeneous environments than these techniques support. For one, some exascale (co)processors may not support virtualization capabilities. Even those that do may still be required to support workload configurations requiring shared memory mappings between native processes and VM processes executing on different host OS/R environments.

Finally, projects such as FusedOS [16], McKernel [18], and mOS [20] have investigated the deployment of multi-enclave environments similar to the types of environments we envision in exascale systems. These approaches allow multiple system software configurations to exist on the same nodes by running lightweight environments on a partition of the system’s cores and running fullweight environments like Linux on another partition. Threads executing in the lightweight environment request services, such as system calls and device management operations, by delegating these operations to threads running in the Linux environment. To support such a configuration, these systems use a memory mapping approach by which the Linux threads map the same memory as the lightweight threads, and thus can efficiently perform service operations without requiring memory copies. However, we envision that exascale systems will have greater needs for general purpose shared memory operations than are allowed by these systems, such as the sharing of address regions between virtual machines and native processes.
3. MULTI-OS/R SHARED MEMORY

To support the types of environments likely to be seen in exascale systems requires that our system, XEMEM, support arbitrary enclave topologies while at the same time provide scalability as the number of co-located enclave OS-Rs increases. Furthermore, it is critical that the system scale to arbitrarily large shared memory regions as required by composed applications.

One of the key tenets of our approach is that, while meeting these requirements will require significant implementation effort in cross-enclave communication mechanisms and protocols, application programming for shared memory on an exascale system should not be more difficult than it is on current systems. Ideally, applications written for single OS/R systems should not need to be re-written or required to change at all to run in a multi-enclave environment. This section discusses how our system is built to maintain compatibility with existing shared memory applications while at the same time meeting the goals required for scalability and efficiency on future exascale architectures.

3.1 Common Global Name Space

Our approach to maintaining the simplicity of shared memory application programming centers around the ability to provision a single common global name space for shared memory registrations that provides two key features: unique naming and discoverability. In a single OS/R environment, shared memory regions can be readily named and tagged by a variety of basic mechanisms, such as using process IDs and virtual address ranges, which afford a simple way to maintain the unique addressability of each region. Furthermore, the OS/R has access to a plethora of shared IPC constructs, such as filesystems, to provide discoverability to processes.

In a multi-enclave environment, however, these operations are considerably more challenging. One approach to provide naming would be to eschew the requirement that the OS/R provide global uniqueness of identifiers, and instead force user applications to add an extra dimension to shared memory addresses by providing some form of unique enclave identifier. However, such an approach directly conflicts with our goal of maintaining application simplicity, as it would require applications to have knowledge of enclave configurations. Instead, our approach is to administer a common global name space by providing a centralized name server responsible for the allocation of segment identifiers for all shared address regions. This approach guarantees the uniqueness of all registered memory regions without requiring local OS/R environments to negotiate the availability of process IDs and virtual address regions, or adding complexity to application programming. This approach also allows our system to provide discoverability, as the name server can be queried for information regarding the existence and names of shared memory regions.

3.2 Arbitrary Enclave Topologies

One of the key requirements for an exascale shared memory system is the ability to support the construction of arbitrary enclave topologies. It is our vision that not only will exascale environments incorporate a variety of different enclave architectures, but also that an individual node’s partitions are likely to be dynamic and will change in response to the node’s workload characteristics. At any point in time, we refer to an enclave’s architectural partitioning, including the hardware-supported inter-enclave communication interfaces, as the enclave topology. Figure 2 shows the topology for the example enclave partitions shown in Figure 1, for the configuration in which the name server discussed in the previous section is configured to run in the single native Linux enclave. As the figure demonstrates, our system assumes that enclave topologies will be organized in a hierarchical fashion such that communication channels between enclaves can be restricted. This means that enclaves will not necessarily have the ability to communicate directly with all other enclaves in the system, but rather will be required to communicate via an alternative mechanism that supports the routing of information based on the hierarchical configuration.

Our system supports communication in any arbitrary topology by utilizing a hierarchical routing algorithm that associates each enclave in the system with a unique identifier called an enclave ID. In order to route messages through the system, the algorithm requires each enclave to perform three main operations: (1) determine the local communication channel through which it can communicate with the name server, (2) request an enclave ID via this channel, and (3) maintain a mapping of enclave IDs to local communication channels. Initially, an enclave queries the location of the name server by broadcasting a message on each of its communication channels. When another enclave receives a broadcast message, it creates a response if it knows a path to the name server through one of its own channels. Once a response is received, the enclave remembers the communication channel through which the response came, and then sends a request through the link to allocate an enclave ID, which gets forwarded to the name server.

To maintain a mapping of enclave IDs to communication channels, each enclave is required to keep track of enclave IDs as they are allocated by the name server and forwarded through the system. For example, again referring to Figure 2, assuming VM F has determined it can reach the name server through LWK D, it sends a request through LWK D to allocate an enclave ID. LWK D, which has previously identified the name server location and allocated an enclave ID for itself, forwards the request to the name server and remembers that the request came from VM F. The name server receives the request, allocates an enclave ID, and updates its enclave map to map the new enclave ID to LWK D. Upon receiving the new enclave ID, LWK D queries its outstanding request list and finds that a request previously came from VM F. Thus, it forwards the enclave ID to VM F and updates its internal map accordingly.
By maintaining enclave ID mappings in this way, enclaves are able to make routing decisions for shared memory registration messages by using a simple algorithm. When an enclave receives a message, it searches its map for the destination enclave ID. If it finds the enclave ID, it forwards the message along the associated communication channel for that enclave. Otherwise, it forwards the message through the channel used to reach the name server. With this hierarchical architecture, our system is able to support any arbitrary enclave topology. It should be noted that the name server can be deployed in any enclave on the system, though we envision that most exascale systems will likely place the name server in a management enclave.

3.3 Dynamic Sharing of Memory Regions

Much of the previous work in high performance shared memory [4] has focused on efficiently creating large shared memory mappings between processes executing in single OS/R environments through the use of shared top-level page table entries. This approach is suitable for single-user environments such as the lightweight kernels it is currently deployed in.

Unfortunately, this approach is unsuitable in a multi-enclave environment for a variety of reasons. First, the sharing of page table entries across multiple heterogeneous processors may simply not be possible based on the hardware configurations in some exascale systems. Furthermore, heterogeneous software environments in different enclaves are likely to employ different address space management routines and operations. For example, full-featured environments such as Linux will require mechanisms such as page protections and page faulting semantics in order to support higher-level application behavior. Coalescing this type of behavior with a static, distributed shared memory approach is likely to be difficult to implement efficiently and correctly.

Our approach is to dynamically support more fine-grained memory mapping requests according to the individual memory sharing requirements of composed application processes. As such, our system provides shared memory mappings as they are created/requested by processes executing in different enclave environments. While this approach adds a small amount of overhead in the creation and attachment of shared memory mappings, it allows for a more efficient use of virtual and physical address space, and increases the number of heterogeneous enclave environments likely to be supported by our system.

3.4 Localized Address Space Management

Given the significant scale and level of heterogeneity that is likely to be found in the hardware and software environments on exascale systems, our system requires the enclave operating systems to perform memory mapping operations locally using the techniques required by the enclave’s hardware configuration. These operations include walking page tables to generate physical address regions that map to segment identifiers, as well as performing page table modifications to modify process address spaces. While it may be possible to perform shared memory mappings by modifying enclave address spaces remotely, it would likely be difficult to provide such an implementation correctly, and would at least require complicated and inefficient address space synchronization mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_make</td>
<td>Export address region as shared memory. Returns segid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_remove</td>
<td>Remove an exported region associated with a segid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_get</td>
<td>Request access to shared memory region associated with a segid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_release</td>
<td>Release permission grant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_attach</td>
<td>Map a region of shared memory associated with a segid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xpmem_detach</td>
<td>Unmap a region of shared memory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The XPMEM User-Level API

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The goals of the implementation of XEMEM are twofold. First, we seek to provide transparency to applications so that they are not required to have knowledge about the existence of enclaves or specific cross-enclave communication interfaces. Second, we seek to provide scalability with respect to the number of concurrently executing enclaves, as well as the amount of memory being shared in the system at any point in time.

Our implementation is largely based on our previous research in providing multi-OS/R system configurations. The implementation is based specifically on the Kitten lightweight kernel and the Palacios virtual machine monitor, as well as our recent work with lightweight “co-kernels” that leverage modifications to these systems to support the types of multi-enclave configurations proposed in Figure 1.

Kitten Lightweight Kernel.

Kitten [13] is a special-purpose OS kernel designed to provide an efficient environment for executing massively parallel HPC applications. Some of Kitten’s unique characteristics are its modern code base that is partially derived from the Linux kernel and its use of virtualization to provide full-featured guest OS support when needed.

Palacios Virtual Machine Monitor.

Palacios [13] is a publicly available, open source, OS independent VMM that targets the x86 and x86_64 architectures with either ADM SVM or Intel VT extensions. Palacios is designed to be embeddable into multiple host OSes, and is currently supported in both the Linux and Kitten host environments. The combination of Palacios and Kitten acts as a lightweight hypervisor supporting full system virtualization.

Pisces Lightweight Co-Kernel Architecture.

Recently, we have proposed the use of lightweight “co-kernels” through the Pisces co-kernel architecture [15]. Co-kernels enable the decomposition of a node’s hardware resource (cores, memory blocks, devices) into partitions that are fully managed by independent system software stacks. Pisces allows a node to deploy multiple co-located Kitten instances as co-kernels executing alongside an unmodified Linux host OS. By leveraging Palacios support, the enclave OSes managing these co-kernels may be virtualized, resulting in customizable OS/R configurations well-suited for the deployment of composed multi-enclave workloads.
4.1 XP MEM

To provide transparency to user processes executing in heterogeneous enclave environments, we leveraged an API that is backwards compatible with the XP MEM API for Linux systems developed by SGI/Cray [21]. XP MEM provides zero-copy shared memory to areas of a process’ address spaces by allowing processes to selectively export address space regions and associate publicly visible segment identifiers (segids) with them. Given a valid segid, a process can create shared memory mappings with the source process. The XP MEM user-level API is shown in Table 1.

XP MEM also provides a kernel module responsible for providing shared memory mappings between multiple native Linux processes. We developed a similar XEMEM kernel module which implements the same functionality as XP MEM for Linux systems, but also supports sending memory attachment requests to remote enclaves, as well as serving attachment requests from remote enclaves by performing page table walks to generate page lists. We implemented the name server as a component of our XEMEM kernel module, which is responsible for the creation of unique segids for all enclaves in the system. We also implemented the routing protocol discussed in Section 3.2 to support arbitrary enclave topologies. Finally, we implemented the XEMEM service in both the Kitten lightweight kernel and Palacios Virtual Machine Monitor.

4.2 Shared Memory Protocol

While user-level processes are not required to have explicit knowledge of enclave topologies, they must still be able to discover exported memory regions created by external enclave processes. Our system provides a mechanism, illustrated in Figure 3, by which requests to create and attach to shared memory regions may be processed by the underlying enclave OS/R environments. As discussed in the previous section, XEMEM administers a common global name space for shared memory regions by utilizing a centralized name server responsible for assigning globally unique segids for all exported memory regions. Thus, to create a shared memory region, a local enclave’s OS/R first sends a request to the name server to allocate a segid. The segid is then communicated to the user-level process according to the XEMEM API.

In order to attach to a shared memory segment, a process wishing to map the region must first discover the unique segid from the source process in some way. While single OS/R environments would likely resort to the IPC constructs provided by the local OS, our system provides an alternative mechanism for querying the name server using kernel-level inter-enclave messages.

Given a valid segid, the local OS/R for the attaching process first determines if the segment was created by a local process or not. If so, the attachment proceeds using the conventions of the local OS shared memory facilities. Otherwise, an attachment request is sent to the name server using the command routing protocol described in Section 3.2. Upon receiving the attachment request, the name server, which maps segids to enclaves, then forwards the command to the destination enclave which owns the segid. The destination enclave creates a list of the physical page frames that have been allocated to map the segid. A response message containing the list of frames is then forwarded back through the name server to the attaching enclave using the same routing mechanisms. Upon receiving the list of page frames, the attaching enclave maps them to user memory using the memory mapping constructs provided by the local OS.

4.3 OS Memory Mapping Routines

As discussed in the previous section, our system provides the ability to generate lists of page frames corresponding to segids, as well to map lists of page frames into destination enclave address spaces. Page frame lists are generated as enclaves receive remote requests for segid attachments. For Linux enclaves, memory must first be pinned in the user process’ address space before a list can be generated. For this, we primarily rely on the get_user_pages kernel function to allocate and pin physical memory for the process. Once the memory has been pinned, Linux provides a set of page table walking functions that allow the list to be easily generated. For mapping remote enclave page frame lists into Linux address spaces, we use the vm_mmap function to allocate an unused portion of virtual address space, and then use remap_pfn_range to map the page frames into the region.

For Kitten LVK enclaves, two existing design protocols complicate the dynamic creation of shared memory regions. First, the original shared memory mechanism in Kitten relies on the SMARTMAP [4] protocol, which uses page table sharing techniques to support local process shared memory in a way that would be difficult to extend to multi-enclave configurations. Furthermore, all virtual address space regions (heap, stack, etc.) for Kitten processes are mapped statically to physical memory as processes are created, and there was originally no support for dynamically expanding these regions. To address these issues, we added support for dynamic heap expansion, by which processes can map remote page frame lists in a way that does not sacrifice the ability to use SMARTMAP for shared memory with local processes, or negate the ability to map all other virtual regions with physical memory during process creation.

To implement page frame list generation for handling shared memory attachments from remote processes, we utilized existing page table walking functions already provided by the kernel.

4.4 Palacios Host/Guest Memory Sharing

Providing support for shared memory between Palacios virtual machine enclaves and the corresponding host enclave presents two main challenges. First, both the guest and host need to be able to initiate shared memory operations,
so our implementation must support efficient notifications of operations from host to the guest, as well as from the guest to the host. Additionally, Palacios should efficiently perform memory translations between host and guest page frame numbers for page lists that are passed during shared memory attachments.

To address these challenges, our approach, illustrated in Figure 4, consists of a virtual PCI device that allows efficient two-way notifications, as well as modifications to Palacios’ internal memory management system to support the required memory translations. Figure 4(a) demonstrates the process by which a guest enclave completes an attachment to memory shared by the host. First, Palacios allocates a completely new region of guest physical address space that is equal in size to the amount of memory being shared. Then, Palacios updates its internal memory map to map this memory to the host page frames specified in the “Host Enclave Pages” list, which is supplied by the source enclave which exported the shared region. Once the memory map has been updated, Palacios copies the page frames corresponding to the new guest memory region to a list accessible through the virtual PCI device, and then issues an interrupt on the device. When the guest enters, it receives the interrupt, reads the page frame list from the device, and maps them into the attaching process’ virtual address space.

It is important to note that Palacios’ memory map is currently implemented as a red-black tree, where each entry in the tree maps a physically contiguous guest region to a physically contiguous host region. Palacios is usually configured to manage large blocks of physically contiguous memory, and thus is able to map all guest memory with a relatively small number of entries in this tree. However, the host enclave page frames that are mapped as part of XEMEM attachments are not guaranteed to be contiguous, and thus the process of updating the memory map may require a new entry in the red-black tree for each host page frame. We study the performance implications of this process in detail in Section 5.4.

Figure 4(b) illustrates the process in the reverse direction, by which the host enclave can generate a host page frame list representing a memory region exported by the guest. To notify the host of the completion of an attachment operation, the guest copies the page frames to a list accessible through the PCI device, and then issues a hypercall to trigger an exit into the host. Using the page frames specified by the guest, Palacios walks the memory map and generates the list of host page frames that correspond to the guest memory. The host enclave can then map the host page frames to the attaching process’ virtual address space, or forward them according to the routing protocol if the attaching process exists in a separate enclave.

4.5 Cross-Enclave Communication Channels

Facilitating the shared memory protocol described in Section 4.2 requires the ability to send messages between enclaves. Messages generally compose one of the commands shown in Table 1, but also exist to support the routing protocol outlined in Section 3.2, such as sending or responding to the broadcasts needed to query the name server location. Our current system provides two separate mechanisms for cross-enclave messages: a channel leveraging the Palacios virtual machine monitor for allowing communication between virtual machines and a native host enclave, and a channel based on the Pisces co-kernel architecture, which allows communication between two native enclaves.

Palacios Host/Guest Channel.

The Palacios communication channel is implemented via a virtual PCI device, which is discussed at length in Section 4.4. In both transfer directions (host-to-guest or guest-to-host), if the message being transferred does not have an associated page frame list component (e.g., any of the operations in Table 1 except xprem_attach), the mechanisms used are similar but simpler, as there is no need to translate page frame lists. For these operations, a simple command header located in the PCI device is set, and then either an interrupt into the guest or a hypercall into the host is used to signal the message notification.

Pisces IPI-Based Channel.

The other cross-enclave communication channel supported by our system is based on the Pisces co-kernel architecture. During the creation of a Kitten co-kernel enclave, the co-kernel creates a small shared memory region through which kernel-level messages can be transferred to/from the Linux management enclave. Both the Linux management enclave and the co-kernel enclave initialize special IPI (Interrupt-Processor Interrupt) vectors for negotiating access to this memory. To initiate a message transfer, an enclave sends an IPI to the destination enclave CPU using the indicated IPI vector. Upon receiving the IPI, the destination enclave sets a flag in the shared memory region indicating it is ready to receive data. The source enclave then copies the message into the shared memory region and waits for destination enclave to copy the message out into a separate locally allocated memory buffer.
5. SHARED MEMORY EVALUATION

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of our cross-enclave shared memory implementation. This evaluation will focus on the scalability of our implementation, with respect to the amount of memory shared across enclave partitions, as well as with respect to the number of enclaves running simultaneously on the system. These experiments will focus on performance measurements of shared memory attachment operations, as well as the performance implications for performing memory mappings in different enclave environments. We also compare our approach with an alternative approach to inter-enclave communication using RDMA.

5.1 System Configuration

This evaluation was carried out on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server configured with dual-socket 6-core Intel Xeon processors running at 2.10 GHz, with hyperthreading enabled for a total of 24 threads of execution. The memory layout consisted of two NUMA sockets with 16 GB of memory each, with memory interleaving disabled for a total of 32 GB of RAM. The system was also configured with a dual-port QDR Mellanox ConnectX-3 Infiniband device with SR/IOV enabled in order to demonstrate the potential for cross-enclave communication using RDMA. The system ran a stock Fedora 19 operating system.

For each of our experiments, the XEMEM name server was configured to run in the native Linux control enclave. Based on the individual details of the experiments, we created a set of enclaves using the Kitten lightweight kernel and Palacios virtual machine monitor to study both native and virtualized environments. In some configurations, the Palacios VMs were configured to run on the native Linux management enclave, while in others the VMs were deployed in isolated co-kernel enclaves managed by Kitten. In either case, all VMs ran a stock Centos 7 guest operating system. Furthermore, in each experiment, enclaves were only allocated memory and CPUs from a single NUMA socket in order to avoid overhead resulting from cross-NUMA domain memory accesses.

5.2 Shared Memory Attachment vs. RDMA Throughput

We first ran an experiment to demonstrate the potential throughput of cross-enclave communication using XEMEM compared to an alternative mechanism using RDMA. While these mechanisms are fundamentally different (byte-addressable memory operations versus block transfers over a peripheral bus), our goal was to demonstrate that our implementation does not add significant overhead, to the degree of diminishing throughput to the level of a simpler network-based approach. In this experiment, we created 1 Kitten enclave in addition to the Linux control enclave. A process in the Kitten enclave exported a single memory region of varying sizes, ranging from 128 MB to 1 GB. On the Linux enclave, a process repeatedly attached to the exported memory region, measuring the time it took to complete the attachment, as well as the time to read out the memory contents. Each memory region attachment was repeated 500 times. For the RDMA experiment, we configured the system’s dual-port Infiniband device with 2 virtual functions and assigned each to a separate KVM virtual machine. We then performed a simple RDMA write bandwidth test using the recommended MTU supported by the device.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, for each memory size the shared memory implementation achieves a sustained throughput of around 13 GB/s for attachment operations, with around 12 GB/s when including the time to read out the memory contents. In comparison, the RDMA bandwidth test demonstrated that slightly less than 3.5 GB/s can be transferred across the Infiniband device using RDMA, showing that the overhead of XEMEM operations does not significantly reduce shared memory throughput. The experiment also demonstrates good scalability as XEMEM memory sizes increase, which bodes well for the prospects of applications hoping to make use of large shared memory regions.

5.3 Scalability of Multi-OS/R Shared Memory

Our next experiment was designed to demonstrate the ability of our implementation to scale to many enclave partitions running simultaneously on the same system, as well as the ability to support increasingly large shared memory regions in each enclave. In this experiment, we configured our system to create 1, 2, 4, or 8 Kitten enclaves using our co-kernel architecture. Each enclave was configured to run on a single core with 1.5 GB of memory, and to export memory regions ranging from 128 MB to 1 GB in size. Furthermore, for each enclave in the system a separate Linux process was created to attach to a single enclave’s memory. In the case of 8 enclaves, this meant that up to 16 of the machine’s 24 hardware threads were largely devoted to performing XEMEM operations. Note that although we chose a 1:1 communication model for this experiment, any arbitrary model is supported by our system.

The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figure 6. The figure demonstrates that the system scales well with respect to the amount of memory being shared at any point in time. This is a result of the fact that neither performing page table walks to generates page frame lists, nor subsequently communicating these lists across enclave communication channels, is a limit to the scalability of the memory sizes that can be shared. Furthermore, this figure also
we executed a single process in the VM that repeatedly attached remote enclave memory into the VM (those operations illustrated in Figure 4(a)), and we found that nearly 80% of the time was spent updating the guest’s memory map. As discussed in Section 4.4, Palacios maintains a guest’s memory map in the form of a red-black tree, and the process of mapping remote enclave memory generally requires as many updates to this tree as there are pages being shared. Thus, as the tree continues to grow, the cost for insertions and re-balancing operations increases, leading to performance degradation. Indeed, when removing the time spent updating the red-black tree, the throughput increases to 8.79 GB/s. In the future we intend to remove this overhead through the use of more intelligent radix tree based data structures that can more appropriately mimic a page table’s organization.

Lastly, the bottom row of Table 2 shows that mechanisms for performing guest-to-host memory translations (illustrated in Figure 4(b)) are not nearly as costly, as the Kitten process is able to achieve over 12 GB/s throughput when attaching to the VM Linux process. This result indicates that performing page translations in Palacios does not add significant overhead to shared memory operations in the common case where the size of the Palacios memory map is limited.

### 5.5 Operating System Noise

The final experiment in the first part of our evaluation measured the impact of performing page frame lookups in Kitten enclaves on the Kitten noise profile. OS noise, which has been identified as a significant source of overhead for HPC applications particularly at large scales [9, 14], is largely non-existent in Kitten as a result of its feature-limited design. Thus, while shared memory attachments may not necessarily qualify as noise, given that they are directly enabled by the HPC application and necessary in some sense for the progress of a composed workload, measuring the impact of attachment operations on the Kitten noise profile can provide some insight on the types of syn-

---

**Table 2:** Cross-enclave throughput using shared memory between a Linux process and a native Kitten process executing in a co-kernel enclave. Each value represents the throughput of at least 500 attachments to a 1 GB memory region.
In this section, our experiments will focus on the single-node port sample in situ workloads in multi-enclave environments. To present the performance characteristics of a composed in situ workload, we modified the HPCCG benchmark from the Mantevo suite [11] as well as the STREAM microbenchmark from the HPC Challenge suite [7] to synchronize their execution flows. Specifically, we modified the applications to use simple stop/go signals implemented on top of variables in shared memory. Throughout the evaluation sections, we refer to these modified benchmark components, respectively, as the HPC simulation and analytics program.

The HPC simulation executes an iterative conjugate gradient algorithm with collective operations in between iterations to gather intermediate results. We modified the benchmark to signal the analytics program at certain intervals during its execution to simulate an in situ workflow. During these intervals, the simulation sends a signal to the analytics program by writing to a variable in shared memory. The simulation then waits for a return signal by polling on another variable in shared memory, which is written by the analytics programs when it determines to resume the simulation. In all, we configured the HPC simulation to execute 600 iterations of the conjugate gradient algorithm, and to communicate with the analytics program every 40 intervals for a total of 15 communication points. Upon receiving a signal from the HPC simulation, the analytics program may or may not attach to a new exported region created by the simulation, a configuration option which we discuss below.

In either case, the analytics program executes the STREAM benchmark over a 512 MB region specified by the simulation. The analytics program first copies the shared memory into a private array, and then executes STREAM over the array. We note that currently the underlying enclave OS/Rs only support application communication through shared memory, and thus operations like event notifications must be supported via ad hoc techniques like polling on variables in memory. We plan to investigate techniques to support additional features in the OS/R environments as requirements of actual composed workflows become more evident.

### 6.2 Execution and Memory Registration Models

The simulation and analytics programs can be configured based on two different parameters to mimic different in situ communication behaviors: synchronous/asynchronous execution models, and one time/recurring shared memory attachments.

#### 6.2.1 Synchronous vs. Asynchronous Execution

When using a synchronous execution model, the simulation and analytics programs do not simultaneously execute. Rather, when the analytics program receives a signal from the simulation, it (optionally) attaches to simulation data via shared memory, and executes the STREAM benchmark. Once the benchmark completes, it sends a signal to the HPC simulation to continue. When using an asynchronous execu-
6.2.2 One time vs. Recurring Shared Memory Attachments

When using a one time shared memory attachment model, the HPC simulation exports a single region of memory at the start of the simulation. During communication intervals, the analytics program does not attach to new memory regions, but rather attaches a single time to shared memory region which persists over the benchmark duration. Conversely, when using the recurring attachment model, the simulation exports a new shared memory region during each communication interval, which is subsequently attached by the analytics program. Thus, for the former case, the overhead of setting up shared memory attachments is only experienced once at the beginning of the application; conversely, in the latter case, the overheads are experienced at each communication interval.

6.3 System Configuration

The system used for this evaluation was a Dell OptiPlex server with a single-socket 4-core Intel i7 processor running at 3.40 GHz, with hyperthreading enabled for a total of 8 threads of execution. The memory layout consisted of a single memory zone with 8 GB of RAM. This system ran a stock CentOS 7 operating system. As in the previous experiments, for each experiment in this section we configured the XEMEM name server to run in the native Linux control enclave.

We varied the execution environments for the HPC simulation and analytics applications to study a variety of configurations. For a baseline comparison we configured the simulation and analytics applications to execute in the native Linux control enclave, using the XEMEM shared memory facilities provided for single Linux environments. In the remaining configurations, the HPC simulation was configured to execute in a Kitten co-kernel enclave, while the analytics application was deployed in Palacios virtual machines executing on the host Linux control enclave as well as a separate Kitten co-kernel host. The configurations are shown in Table 3.

6.4 Results

In addition to varying the enclave configurations, we executed the in sample in situ workload in four separate configurations based on the four combinations of the workflow parameters discussed in Section 6.2. The completion times of the HPC simulation using a one time shared memory attachment model are shown in Figure 8(a), where each bar reports the average and standard deviation of 10 runs of the application. As expected, for each environment the HPC simulation completes in less time when executing asynchronously with respect to the analytics program than executing synchronously. Under both execution models, the configuration deploying the HPC simulation in the Kitten enclave and the analytics program natively on the Linux enclave outperforms all other configurations. When using the asynchronous execution model, each environment utilizing the Kitten enclave for the simulation outperforms the Linux-only configuration. Conversely, when using the synchronous execution model, any overheads experienced in processing the analytics directly impact the runtime of the HPC simulation. Given the lack of shared memory communication overhead in these experiments, it is clear that the native analytics program slightly outperforms the same program running virtualized, particularly in the Palacios on Linux case. However, in each multi-enclave configuration the performance is more consistent than exhibited by the Linux-only environment, demonstrating that our approach does not add variable delays to the runtime of the simulation.

The results of the experiments using a recurring shared memory attachment model can be seen in Figure 8(b). Given the overheads from repeated memory map updates identified in Section 5.4, it is clear that performing recurring shared memory attachments in addition to using a synchronous execution model represents the worst case configuration for the virtualized enclaves. However, interestingly the Linux-only environment also suffers significant overhead as well as a marked increase in runtime variance in this case. We attribute this overhead mainly to the page faulting semantics with which single environment XEMEM attachment
operations are performed in Linux. Indeed, when executing asynchronously, the overheads associated with both the virtualized and native Linux environments largely disappear. As in the previous cases, the performance in each multi-enclave configuration is very consistent, whereas the Linux-only configuration provides a lower degree of workload isolation leading to increased variance.

7. MULTI-NODE BENCHMARK EVALUATION

The final experiments for our evaluation were designed to demonstrate the benefits multi-enclave configurations provide for composed in situ applications executing on multiple nodes. As the previous section demonstrated, even on a single node, the performance isolation that isolated enclaves provide leads to a more consistent runtime experience for the composed workload. In this section, we show that providing multi-enclave shared memory for in situ components running on each node of a multi-node system leads to superior scalability, demonstrating the value of workload isolation.

7.1 Workload and System Configuration

For the experiments in this section, we used a local 8-node experimental research cluster. The nodes were each configured with dual-socket 6-core Intel Xeon processors running at 2.10 GHz, with hyperthreading enabled for a total of 24 threads of execution. The memory layout on each node consisted on two NUMA sockets with 16 GB of memory each, with memory interleaving disabled for a total of 32 GB of RAM. The nodes were interconnected with dual port QDR Mellanox ConnectX-3 Infiniband devices.

In these experiments we deployed two separate enclave environments in the system. In the default configuration, both in situ components were executed in the native Linux enclave with no other enclaves deployed in the system. The other configuration consisted of a Palacios VM enclave running on an isolated Kitten co-kernel host, in addition to the native Linux enclave. For this system composition, we ran the HPC simulation in the Palacios VM, while the analytics program executed in the native Linux enclave. For each individual experiment, every node ran the same enclave configuration.

Finally, we executed the same in situ workload used in the single node experiments, with the exception that the HPC simulation was compiled to use OpenMPI over the Infiniband interconnect for multiple node deployment. The HPC simulation used 8 cores of each node, while the analytics program was parallelized using OpenMP threads to use 8 additional cores on each node. The HPC simulation was configured to execute 300 iterations of the conjugate gradient algorithm, and to communicate with the analytics program every 30 intervals for a total of 10 communication points on each node. The analytics program on each node then executes the STREAM benchmark over a 1 GB region specified by the simulation. As in the previous experiments, all workloads were explicitly pinned to NUMA domains in order to avoid the overheads on cross-domain contention. The benchmark was configured in weak-scaling mode, where the problem size of the HPC simulation scales with the number of nodes.

7.2 Results

In order to evaluate the benefits of performance isolation that our multi-enclave system provides, we ran the in situ benchmark using an asynchronous execution workflow, meaning that during the application’s communication intervals, the HPC simulation and the analytics program are executing concurrently. This workload deployment is representative of the types of applications that we envision will be present on exascale systems in that it requires high performance local-node communication between its individual components, but at the same time requires that the components be strictly isolated from interference caused by contention for the node’s resources.

As in the previous experiments, we ran these experiments with two separate shared memory models: one time and recurring attachments. The results of the experiments can be seen in Figure 9, where each data point reports the average and standard deviation of five runs of the benchmark. As Figure 9(a) demonstrates, the scaling behavior of the multi-enclave configuration is superior to that provided by the baseline Linux only environment for the experiments using a one time memory attachment model. This result is particularly interesting because the HPC simulation is running in a virtualized environment, which demonstrates two key

Figure 9: Performance of a sample in situ benchmark on a multi-node cluster using an asynchronous execution model. The benchmark is configured in weak-scaling mode.
results. First, it shows that performance isolation is a requirement for these types of applications, to the degree that the same workload running virtualized can outperform itself running natively if it is better isolated. Furthermore, this result demonstrates that the XEMEM implementation yields a consistent execution environment on each node, which can be seen by the low standard deviation and very good scaling behavior.

Finally, the results of the experiments using a recurring shared memory attachment model can be seen in Figure 9(b). As the overhead of shared memory attachments is experienced multiple times during the application, the Linux only configuration is able to outperform the multi-enclave configuration at a single node. However, both system configurations exhibit similar scaling behavior using this shared memory attachment model as they exhibited in Figure 9(a). Namely the lack of performance isolation in the single OS/R configuration leads to steady performance decline as each node has a different runtime experience, while the multi-enclave system shows almost no performance degradation past 2 nodes.

8. CONCLUSION
Research trends in the HPC community indicate that exascale systems will be constructed from multiple heterogeneous hardware and system software configurations, called enclaves. In this work, we presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of XEMEM, a shared memory system capable of supporting a wide variety of enclave configurations likely to be seen in exascale systems. We demonstrated that XEMEM is able to scale to a high number of enclaves simultaneously executing on a system, even while each enclave creates increasingly large shared memory mappings. We further evaluated our system’s ability to support a sample in situ workload utilizing a set of different of execution and memory registration models. Finally, we demonstrated XEMEM’s ability to support a multi-enclave in situ application, which can outperform the same application executing in a single OS/R environment.
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